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Aims of the course:
The purpose of this intensive course is to train researchers in using advanced quantitative
methods for literature reviews. Specifically, this course will introduce bibliometric
methods (e.g. co-citation analysis, bibliographic coupling) and topic modeling to
participants using a combination of lectures and hands-on workshops.
Bibliometric methods use citation as a measure of communication. Aggregating and
analyzing citation data from publications in a specific field allows researchers to base their
literature review on the aggregate opinions of other scholars working in the field
expressed through citing literature. This kind of analysis is introducing quantitative rigor
into literature reviews.
Topic modeling is a set of machine learning methods for analyzing text. The algorithm is
able to extract thematic information from large collections of text documents that would
be unfeasible to read by researchers. It is helpful to think about topic modeling methods
as principle component analysis for text data. The most used topic model - Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and its extensions will be introduced to workshop participants.
These methods are useful as a quantitative aid to literature reviews, but can also be used
in other research projects on any kind of text data: company document archives, social
media, press articles and more. Topic modeling has only recently started to be used in
management and economics research, which makes it a useful new tool in any
researcher's arsenal.
Course syllabus:
 Introduction: Quantitative approaches to literature reviews
 Bibliometric methods workshop
 Intermediate bibliometric methods
 Analyzing text: text mining and topic modelling
 Writing and publishing quantitative literature reviews
This course will use a combination of lectures and hands-on workshops.
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Examination:
Students needing course credit for their PhD studies will have to submit an extended
abstract (1500-2000 words) with preliminary quantitative analysis (bibliometric or topic
modelling) of their chosen research field.
Course leader’s biographical note:
Ivan Zupic is a Lecturer in Entrepreneurship at Institute of Management Studies, Goldsmiths,
University of London. He received his Ph.D. degree in Management and Organization from the
School of Economics and Business, University of Ljubljana. His research interests include digital
economy, high-growth firms, entrepreneurial ecosystems and research methods. His research has
been published in peer-reviewed journals such as Organizational Research Methods,
Management Decision and European Management Journal. Before entering academia he
worked as a consultant in the IT industry and as a journalist/photographer in the media.

